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Novel circuit architectures
for data-stream
applications
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on-board the chip. To meet
the demands of data-stream
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traditional silicon
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to manage data-stream

gated the potential of such techniques in

clock distribution problems and associated

processing that are already
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European chipmakers.
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(HDTV) from STMicroelectronics and three
silicon circuits from LETI.

Improved design tools

These outcomes have already proven of concrete benefit to the systems designers

The experience of two partners in applying

involved in the project. They have also had

the techniques learnt within NEVA clearly

an impact on the design of a number of

shows the advances made.

close-to-market applications, for example

STMicroelectronics can now benefit from a

video-image filtering, MP3, multiple input/

fully configurable compilation flow which is

multiple output (MIMO), 3G mobile commu-

used by its product divisions. The speed of an

nications and multimedia streaming.

MP3 decoder was demonstrated to be 30

In addition, the partners produced 105
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the C source code. In addition, the activities

patents.
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SystemC Initiative (OSCI) TLM standard. This
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